


The StoneKAST philosophy is simple

To soften the ever increasing strain of modern life
To create a personal sanctuary where one can rediscover their inner self
To take the ideals and beauty of nature to provide true luxury to the bathroom

Our motives to create the perfect bath have resulted in what we feel to be the embodiment of our beliefs in 
the form of eight modern bathing classics.  The geometric splendour, the spiritual tranquillity, the overwhelming      
ambience of a StoneKAST Bath fulfills the desire of woman and man alike.
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Petite
When form follows function.
A collaboration of space saving
design and effortless style.



StoneKAST  76  Petite

Matching Petite Basin
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Quadrato
Cutting edge design provides a 
modern twist in any environment.  
Ideal for those who desire a luxury 
bathroom where space is an issue.



StoneKAST  1110  Quadrato

Matching Quadrato Basin



Ovale
Natural beauty and organic 
elegance justifies the status of 
this Award winning bath.
The original StoneKAST bath.
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14  Ovale StoneKAST  15

Matching Ovale Basin
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Geo
The fusion of modern perfection and 
Geometric splendour.  Embodies 
the architecturally superior design 
and mathematical proportions of a     
21st century bath.



StoneKAST  1918  Geo

Matching Geo Basin
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Cocoon
Outrageously daring or 
discreetly subtle, following 
the undulating curves within 
its striking appearance.



StoneKAST  2322  Cocoon

Matching Cocoon Basin
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Pebble
Relaxation in this idyllic bathing 
sanctuary will balance the senses 
to provide exquisite ambience.  
Inspired by nature.



StoneKAST  2726  Pebble

Matching Pebble Basin
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Oasis
Brilliantly imaginative in its simplicity, this exclusive 
bath is a powerful and exciting addition to the 
StoneKAST range providing infinite harmony in the 
most prestigious settings.



StoneKAST  3130  Oasis

Matching Oasis Basin
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Classic
Always popular in traditional interiors, feeling 
equally at home in contemporary settings. 
Timeless and iconic, the Classic is a sleek 
update of an established favourite.



StoneKAST  3534  Classic

Matching Classic Basin
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Creation
StoneKAST uses a unique technique combined with the highest quality raw materials to create its distinctive 
range of exclusive baths.  Find out how each bath is carefully crafted below:

1.  Grading Raw Materials
StoneKAST baths are constructed from limestone, which is first processed to remove any impurities.  A fine 
mesh, along with extremely powerful magnets, is used to remove any contaminants and leave only the highest 
grade of limestone.

2.  Mixing
The next step is to blend the limestone with a high-grade resin compound to create the patented StoneKAST       
material.  This mixture is then subjected to a high vacuum environment, which removes any unwanted air 
bubbles.

3.  Catalyst/Casting
Once out of the vacuum, a catalyst is added to the mixture to begin the hardening process before it is poured 
into a closed mould.  A temperature-controlled environment allows the mixture to cure before the top half of the 
mould is removed mechanically.  The bath is now in the Green State, ready for post curing.

4.  Waste and Overflow
At this point the bath is removed from the mould so that the waste and overflow outlets can be drilled using 
diamond tipped hole saws.

5.  Post Curing
With the bottom half of the mould still attached to the bath, to prevent any twisting or warping during the 
process, the bath is hung by the rim and passed through a tunnel oven for three hours.  The heat from the oven 
fully hardens the limestone and resin mixture to the shape of the mould ready for its final stages of preparation.

6.  Quality Assurance Procedures
In the penultimate stage, the surface is inspected for defects and the bath is thoroughly tested to ensure there 
is uniform thickness throughout.

7.  Polishing
Following the Quality Assurance inspection each bath is cleaned and polished to an extremely high standard.

Finally, there is one last detailed check to guarantee the bath is ready to be securely packaged and delivered to 
its new owner.

Technical Studio
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Geo BathOvale Bath

Quadrato BathPetite Bath

Weight:  152kg
Size:  1700mm x 870mm
Water Capacity:  315 litres
Water Height:  380mm

Weight:  200kg
Size:  1700mm x 780mm
Water Capacity:  320 litres
Water Height:  365mm

Weight:  146kg
Size:  1570mm x 670mm
Water Capacity:  260 litres
Water Height:  445mm

Weight:  139kg
Size:  1500mm x 680mm
Water Capacity:  210 litres
Water Height:  370mm

Weight:  200kg
Size:  1350mm x 1350mm
Water Capacity:  300 litres
Water Height:  325mm

Weight:  184kg
Size:  1700mm x 780mm
Water Capacity:  305 litres
Water Height:  415mm

Weight:  149kg
Size:  1800mm x 920mm
Water Capacity:  275 litres
Water Height:  350mm

Weight:  215kg
Size:  1780mm x 900mm
Water Capacity:  300 litres
Water Height:  355mm

Classic BathOasis Bath

Pebble BathCocoon Bath
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Weight:  8.5kg  
Size:  600mm x 320mm  
Water Capacity:  14 litres

Weight:  6kg
Size:  600mm x 350mm
Water Capacity:  11 litres

Weight:  5kg
Size:  500mm x 300mm  
Water Capacity:  8 litres

Weight:  5kg
Size:  380mm x 380mm  
Water Capacity:  9 litres

Weight:  8.5kg
Size:  452mm x 452mm
Water Capacity:  14 litres

Weight:  8kg
Size:  600mm x 350mm
Water Capacity:  8 litres

Weight:  7kg
Size:  600mm x 320mm
Water Capacity:  13 litres

Weight:  10kg
Size:  600mm x 320mm
Water Capacity:  14 litres

Classic BasinOasis Basin

Pebble BasinCocoon Basin

Geo BasinOvale Basin

Quadrato BasinPetite Basin
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StoneKAST Guarantee
A StoneKAST bath is for life, that’s why we offer a lifetime guarantee against any manufacturing faults on any of our baths.

• The guarantee is only available to the original customer who has proof of purchase.

• If the product has been installed, StoneKAST must be given the opportunity to inspect the product in the installed condition.

• The guarantee is valid in the country of purchase only.

• The guarantee does not cover ex display items.

• The benefit of the guarantee cannot be transferred to a third party.

• The guarantee is in addition to and does not affect your statutory rights.

How to Order
Consumers can order via our national network of retail outlets and stockists details can be found on www.stonekast.com

How To Contact Us
Details of your countries authorised StoneKAST distributor can be found on our website.
For any direct enquiries or technical support please email us on info@stonekast.com

StoneKAST
StoneKAST, the global brand based in Switzerland with a reputation for creating the very best in modern bathing.

Manufactured from an advanced blend of natural limestone and modern resin using the highest quality raw materials, 
StoneKAST will withstand the rigors of everyday use due to the very nature of the material.

The matt finish of a StoneKAST bath adds to the visual appeal. The surface is non porous, hygenic, provides great        
insulation properties and is quite simply the most comfortable material to bathe in.

A StoneKAST bath is the ultimate statement in luxury and style, providing a unique centrepiece to ones personal bathing 
sanctuary.

Designed for “life”, a StoneKAST bath features a sleek yet seamless overflow continuing its minimalist appeals.



StoneKAST
Orchard Road, Richmond TW9 4NY

Tel: 0845 504 0474 Fax: 020 8711 2031
info@stonekast.com


